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1  Introduction

For the past several years, construction of
a wide-area distributed computing environ-
ment (or “grid”) has been underway over the
Internet. However, the difficulty involved in
securing acceptable transmission delay and
bandwidth over the Internet poses a significant
problem in constructing such an environment,
which must be able to handle large volumes of
data on a scale from terabytes to petabytes.

Accordingly, in［2］-［5］the current feasibili-
ty of constructing a distributed computing
environment over a lightpath network that
makes use of wavelength division multiplex-
ing (WDM) and lightpath switching［1］ is
examined. The lightpath network establishes a
path on wavelength for data transmission (the
“lightpath”) between two nodes (the source
and destination nodes) and then transmits the
data along the lightpath. By establishing this
lightpath such that the endhosts performing
the distributed computing are directly connect-
ed, it is possible to guarantee bandwidths larg-
er than 1 Gbps between the endhosts.

When such a distributed computing envi-
ronment is spread out over a wide area, con-

necting endhosts may require the establish-
ment of a lightpath that passes through multi-
ple domains. However, the network configura-
tion within a single domain is often complex,
and each domain is normally managed in
accordance with a specific policy. Therefore,
one domain cannot be expected to share the
wavelength-usage information within the
domain with neighboring domains freely.
Thus, when establishing a lightpath through
multiple domains it is necessary to allow
masking—to the full extent possible—of the
wavelength-usage information of the individ-
ual domains. In order to overcome this prob-
lem, the authors have proposed a method of
establishing an end-to-end lightpath based on
rank accounting［6］［7］, which makes efficient
use of this wavelength-usage information
about a limited number of wavelengths. A per-
formance evaluation based on simulations has
verified the effectiveness of the proposed
method in the establishment of a lightpath
passing through multiple domains.

For distributed computing, networks must
be able to offer not only point to point data
transmissions, but also provide for multipoint
data transmission. The authors have proposed
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a technology for the construction of a light-
path and a management method for multipoint
data transmission to allow for both types of
transmission［8］［9］. This system enables the
construction of a wide-area distributed com-
puting environment with guaranteed transmis-
sion between endhosts by taking full advan-
tage of technologies in optical communica-
tion, photonic networks, and distributed com-
puting. The proposed method has been imple-
mented and tested. Both the effectiveness of
the method and of the implemented system［9］
have been verified through experiments.

This paper describes the lightpath estab-
lishment technology used for a lightpath net-
work and presents an efficient method for
establishing lightpaths passing though multi-
ple domains. In addition, we also present a
method for constructing a wide-area distrib-
uted computing environment with a unidirec-
tional optical ring, also using lightpaths.

2  Lightpath establishment using
RSVP-TE

Lightpath establishment using Resource
Reservation Protocol-Traffic Engineering
(RSVP-TE) signaling protocol for Generalized
Multi-Protocol Label Switching (GMPLS) is
currently under consideration for use in WDM
networks［10］［11］. Figure 1 shows an example
of lightpath establishment by RSVP-TE sig-
naling. With RSVP-TE, a lightpath is estab-
lished using the Path and Resv messages.

The example presented in Fig. 1 corre-
sponds to a case in which source node i
receives a request for lightpath establishment
from the user to destination node j. Node i
generates a Path message and embeds the
information on the wavelengths available for
the next link within the message. In Fig. 1,
{λ1,λ2,λ4,λ5,λ6,λ8} are specified. Source
node i then sends the Path message to destina-
tion node j.

When an intermediate node receives the
Path message, it deletes any wavelengths
unavailable for the next link from the wave-
length-usage information contained within the

Path message and then sends the message to
destination node j.

When the destination node j receives the
Path message, it selects a wavelength for the
lightpath from among those indicated as avail-
able within the wavelength information in the
Path message, in this case {λ1,λ4,λ6,λ8}. If,
for example, the selected wavelengthλ4 is
available for use, then this wavelength is
reserved for the establishment of the lightpath.
Destination node j then generates a Resv mes-
sage specifying the selected wavelength (λ4)
and sends the Resv message to source node i. 

Upon receipt of the Resv message, an
intermediate node checks the usage status of
the specified wavelengthλ4 of the message. If
this wavelength is available for use, the inter-
mediate node reserves it and sends the Resv
message to source node i. When wavelength
λ4 is already occupied by another lightpath,
the attempt at lightpath establishment fails,
and a ResvErr message is sent to source node
i. The lightpath is successfully established
when source node i receives the Resv mes-
sage.

Fig.1 Lightpath establishment using RSVP-
TE signaling
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3  Lightpath establishment in
multi-domain WDM networks

Figure 2 shows a WDM network model
consisting of multiple domains. When estab-
lishing lightpaths in a multi-domain WDM
network using RSVP-TE, a given domain
must provide its wavelength-usage informa-
tion to other domains. However, each domain
network is managed and operated in accor-
dance with different policies; as a result we
cannot assume that a given domain will share
usage information about all wavelengths in the
domain with other domains. Therefore, we
have proposed a method of end-to-end light-
path establishment based on rank accounting,
a method that permits the efficient establish-
ment of lightpaths by sharing usage informa-
tion on a limited number of wavelengths with
other domains［6］［7］.

In end-to-end lightpath establishment
based on rank accounting, the maximum num-
ber of wavelengths K which are shared with
other domains is contracted among the
domains. Conforming to this contract, each
node provides to an adjacent node the wave-
length-usage information for a maximum of K
wavelengths. This contract allows each
domain to disclose usage information for a
limited number of wavelengths. Furthermore,
each wavelength is allocated a wavelength
rank, which indicates its order of priority in
lightpath establishment, to provide for prefer-
ential selection among available wavelengths.
The source node selects the contracted number
of wavelengths according to wavelength rank,
and makes efficient use of information for this
limited number of wavelengths, thus facilitat-
ing the establishment of a lightpath passing
through multiple domains.

Figure 2 shows the signaling procedure for
end-to-end lightpath establishment based on
rank accounting. In Fig. 2, the number of con-
tracted wavelengths is set at K = 3. The source
node executing the lightpath establishment
selects wavelengths {λ1,λ2,λ4}, a set com-
prising a number equal to or smaller than the
contracted number, and uses the Path and

Resv messages to establish the lightpath, as
shown in Fig. 2.

The destination node uses a control mes-
sage called the Ans message to return the
wavelength-usage information {λ1,λ4} col-
lected by the Path message to the source node.
Upon receiving the Ans message, the source
node updates the wavelength rank using for-
mulas such as the exponential moving average
(EMA) formula shown in Eq. (1).

(1)

Here, rij
n
(m) denotes the rank of wave-

length n after establishment of the lightpath
for the mth time from source node i to destina-
tion node j. The parameterαsatisfies 0 ≤α≤1.

It can be seen from Eq. (1) that the rank of
a wavelength available for the lightpath
increases while one unavailable for use
decreases. As such, preferential selection of
wavelengths with higher ranks facilitates
lightpath establishment across multiple
domains.

Figure 3 presents the simulation results for
performance evaluation of end-to-end light-
path establishment based on rank accounting

Fig.2 Lightpath establishment signaling in
end-to-end lightpath establishment
based on rank accounting
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in a WDM network consisting of two
domains. Each domain consists of a 14-node
NSFNET, and the number of wavelengths for
each link is set at eight. The arrival of a
request to this network for lightpath establish-
ment passing through the two domains is
assumed to take place in accordance with a
Poisson process with a rate of 1.0. Further-
more, it is assumed that the request for light-
path establishment within each domain fol-
lows a Poisson arrival process with rateξ. The
holding time for each establishment of a light-
path follows an exponential distribution with a
mean of 1 second. The processing time of the
control message at each node is set at 1 mil-
lisecond.

Figure 3 shows the blocking probability in
end-to-end lightpath establishment based on
rank accounting for a number of contract
wavelengths of K = 3. The figure also shows
the blocking probability in lightpath establish-
ment using the conventional RSVP-TE
method. From Fig. 3, we can conclude that the
blocking probability in end-to-end lightpath
establishment based on rank accounting is
consistently smaller than under the conven-
tional method, regardless of the value ofξ.
From this, we can further ascertain that a
lightpath is efficiently established by using
wavelength-usage information for a smaller
number of wavelengths, specifically with the
adoption of end-to-end lightpath establishment
based on rank accounting.

4  Construction of optical ring
using lightpath for multipoint
communication

Distributed computing requires the trans-
fer of data between multiple hosts, demanding
not only point to point communication but
also multipoint communication. The authors
have therefore proposed a method of con-
structing a unidirectional optical ring through
dynamic lightpath establishment in order to
realize multipoint data transmission on an
optical network［8］［9］.

Figure 4 shows a multipoint distributed
computing environment that employs a unidi-
rectional optical ring. Since the optical ring
does not demand the multicasting functions
required for optical trees, the cost of construc-
tion can be reduced. The efficiency of use of
wavelength resources is also expected to
improve through the restriction of lightpath
establishment to a single direction.

In the proposed method, the architecture of
the optical ring is determined based on the fol-
lowing algorithm for constructing a unidirec-
tional ring containing a number G of hosts S =
{hp, h1, h2, … hG－1}.
(1) Information on the host set S = {hp, h1, h2,

…, hG－1} is initialized. The host set is
divided into a host set L, for which a light-
path has already been set, and a host set U,
for which a lightpath has not yet been set.
Thus, the initialization process is equiva-

Fig.3 Simulation results
Fig.4 Multipoint distributed computing

using optical ring
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lent to setting L = {} and U = S = {hp, h1,
h2, …, hG－1}.

(2) From set U, the parent host hp is removed
and added to set L. In other words, L =
{hp} and U = {h1, h2, …, hG－1}. A host h
with the minimum path cost (number of
hops) from host hp is selected from the
hosts in set U and is appointed as the next
host. A lightpath is then established from
host hp to host h.

(3) Host h is removed from set U and added to
set L. For example, if h = hG－1, then L =
{hp, hG－1} and U = {h1, h2, …, hG－2}. If U
is not empty, the process of choosing the
host with the minimum path cost from h
and appointing it as the next node is per-
formed, and a lightpath is established
between host h to the next host selected.
The process is repeated until U = {}.

(4) Finally, a lightpath is established from the
last host added to L to the parent host hp. 
Note here that in the above algorithm, con-

trol signaling for lightpath establishment is
required in steps (2) to (4). Figure 5 illustrates
the signaling required in the establishment of
the unidirectional optical ring. Figure 5 gives
an example in which a ring network is created
for three nodes a, b, and c. The lightpaths
between nodes a-b, b-c, and c-a are estab-
lished according to the RSVP-TE signaling
described in Section 2. Information on host
sets L and U are transmitted using GRID_
Group_Msg, and confirmation of the comple-

tion of lightpath establishment is performed
using a GRID_Confirm_message. 

Figure 6 presents the results of an imple-
mentation experiment for optical ring estab-
lishment signaling［9］. The experimental net-
work is composed of three nodes (a, b, c), and
the data transmission links between the nodes
are represented by dashed lines. The number
of multiplexed wavelengths in each link is set
at two, and the control plane is developed on a
LAN. The results of this experiment show that
a distributed computing environment using an
optical ring may be dynamically constructed
through adoption of the system implemented
here.

5  Conclusions

This paper introduced two advanced tech-
nologies for lightpath establishment when
constructing a distributed computing environ-
ment using lightpath switching in a WDM net-
work. We showed that a lightpath passing
through multiple domains could be efficiently
established under a method of end-to-end
lightpath establishment based on rank
accounting. We verified that with respect to
optical ring construction technology using
lightpaths, an optical ring for multipoint data
transmission could be dynamically construct-Fig.5 Optical ring establishment signaling

Fig.6 Results of implementation experi-
ment
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ed using control signaling derived from
RSVP-TE. The adoption of these two methods
is expected to enable the dynamic construction
of a large-scale distributed computing envi-
ronment using lightpath switching.
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